Selbsteinstufungstest Englisch
für
Teilnehmer/-innen aller Lehrgänge

Befolgen Sie bei der Durchführung des Selbsteinstufungstests folgende Regeln:
 Nehmen Sie sich maximal 30 Minuten Zeit zum Lösen der Fragen
 Sehen Sie sich die Lösungen erst dann an, wenn Sie den Test allein und in Ruhe
durchgeführt haben
Einstufungsempfehlung:
Die erreichte Punktzahl gibt Ihnen Auskunft über Ihr aktuelles Sprachniveau. Für jede
richtige Antwort gibt es einen Punkt, maximal sind 100 Punkte zu erreichen.
1 – 29
30 – 59
60 – 89
90+

Elementary
Pre-Intermediate
Intermediate
Upper Intermediate

A1 – A2
A2 – B1
B1 – B2
B2 – C1

Ein Testresultat ab 30 Punkten weist darauf hin, dass die Chancen auf einen erfolgreichen
Abschluss auf Niveau A2 intakt sind. Bei weniger als 30 erreichten Punkten empfehlen wir
Ihnen, sich frühzeitig um die Vertiefung oder Aufbesserung Ihrer Englischkenntnisse zu
kümmern.
Mark the correct answer A, B, C or D on the answer sheet.
1. Hi,____ Mary Smith.
A. I
B. this
C. am
D. I’m
2. What’s this? -____ an iphone.
A. Is
B. That
C. It’s
D. It
3. Bern is ____ capital of Switzerland.
A. an
B. it
C. the
D. a
4. Is Mr Neeson Swiss? -No, ____ Irish.
A. he
B. he’s
C. she’s
D. she
5. Is this your book? -No, it ____.
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A.
B.
C.
D.

isn’t
doesn’t
don’t
not

6. ____ colour is your car? -It’s green.
A. who
B. How
C. Where
D. What
7. Where ____ you from? -Japan.
A. do
B. is
C. are
D. come
8. I live ____ Uster.
A. in
B. to
C. from
D. of
9. How ____ you spell your name please? -M-A-R-Y.
A. do
B. write
C. are
D. does
10. Is this your house? –No, I ___ live here.
A. aren’t
B. am not
C. not
D. don’t
11. Is it a small hotel? –No, it’s ____ big.
A. quite
B. only
C. also
D. but
12. ____ jacket is this? –It’s John’s
A. What’s
B. How’s
C. Who’s
D. Whose
13. Mr and Mrs Chen are from China. ____ Chinese.
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A.
B.
C.
D.

We
They
They’re
We’re

14. Tim ____ for a bank.
A. worker
B. working
C. work
D. works
15. This train ____ go to the mountains.
A. don’t
B. doesn’t
C. isn’t
D. hasn’t
16. Do Joan and Jackie work here? –Yes, that’s ____ office.
A. her
B. their
C. our
D. other
17. The length is 61 cm. –That’s ____half a meter.
A. over
B. after
C. under
D. nearly
18. Do they ____ a cat?
A. gets
B. has
C. have
D. got
19. The meeting is ____ Wednesday, ____ the evening.
A. to/of
B. in/at
C. on/in
D. at/on
20. How many bananas are ____ in the box?
A. there
B. about
C. they
D. you
21. ____ you ski?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Shall
Know
Can
Are

22. What ____ you like to drink? A glass of wine, please.
A. do
B. have
C. would
D. could
23. Do you sometimes drink tea? –No, never. I ____ drink coffee.
A. prefer
B. always
C. rarely
D. ever
24. Where are you ____?
A. went
B. goes
C. going
D. go
25. When you see Roger, could you give ____ this report?
A. to him
B. him
C. to her
D. her
26. In Switzerland, things are ____ expensive than in Brazil.
A. more
B. most
C. the more
D. the most
27. Is there ____ tourism in your country? –Yes, quite ____.
A. much/ a lot
B. many/ a few
C. a lot/ a few
D. any/ good
28. Why ____ you leave early? –Because I ____an appointment.
A. are/having
B. were/was
C. have/made
D. did/had
29. What time are you meeting him? –At 6.30. We’re ____ see a movie together.
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A.
B.
C.
D.

meeting
going to
will
want to

30. I don’t think ____ finish on time tomorrow.
A. will
B. we’ll
C. we won’t
D. we’re
31. After ____ my grandparents, we went back home.
A. visited
B. visiting
C. visit
D. to visit
32. I use a red pen ____ correct the test.
A. for
B. which
C. to
D. that
33. If I have to work, I ____ be able to come to the party.
A. wasn’t
B. won’t
C. can’t
D. don’t
34. ____ you ever eaten oysters?
A. Did
B. Are
C. Have
D. Do
35. This is the dress ____ I like.
A. that
B. what
C. who
D. it
36. He’s lived here ____ over 50 years.
A. since
B. during
C. for
D. in
37. When ____ you ____? – About an hour ago.
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A.
B.
C.
D.

are/arriving
will/arrive
did/arrive
have/arrived

38. Costs have increased ____ month.
A. this
B. last
C. that
D. during
39. Have you ____ to the lake recently?
A. go
B. been
C. went
D. gone
40. You need experience but you ____ have a certificate.
A. don’t need
B. couldn’t
C. mustn’t
D. don’t have to
41. My daughter was sick. I ____ go home early.
A. should
B. able to
C. had to
D. needed
42. Simon works late every day. He works very ____.
A. hardly
B. hard
C. lately
D. later
43. Drivers over the age of 25 have ____ accidents than drivers under 25.
A. fewer
B. less
C. under
D. the least
44. Mandarin ____ by over 1 million people.
A. can speak
B. is spoken
C. has spoken
D. is speaking
45. I think my bag ____ stolen.
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A.
B.
C.
D.

got to be
has been
was being
to be

46. We’ll speak to the manager when ____ get to the restaurant.
A. we’re
B. we
C. we’ve
D. we’ll
47. They’re late. They said they ____ arrive at 8pm.
A. would
B. definitely
C. shall
D. probably
48. I ____when he arrived.
A. was working
B. worked
C. have worked
D. am working
49. It was ____ a hot winter that there was no snow fall on the mountains.
A. such as
B. so much
C. such
D. so
50. What ____ you do if you ____ the lottery?
A. will/win
B. would/won
C. will/won
D. would/win
51. Excuse me. How much ____, please?
A. do these cost
B. are this
C. this costs
D. is this
52. She asked ____ I ____ to leave a message.
A. that/want
B. whether/want
C. if/want
D. did/want
53. Hello. Am I late? – No, I ____ long.
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A.
B.
C.
D.

wasn’t waiting
haven’t waited
haven’t been waiting
didn’t wait

54. We haven’t decided. The plan is ____ considered at the moment.
A. being
B. to be
C. been
D. having
55. This is their dog and the cat is ____ too.
A. of them
B. their
C. theirs
D. to them
56. I ____ there when I was a child.
A. used to live
B. used lived
C. used to living
D. used live
57. If I follow the road signs I ____ find the airport easily.
A. managed to
B. ought to
C. able to
D. was allowed to
58. When I arrived at work I realised that I ____ to turn off the light.
A. had been forgetting
B. had forgotten
C. was forgotten
D. was forgetting
59. He’d speak better French if he lived in France, ____?
A. won’t he
B. would he
C. wouldn’t he
D. will he
60. I think he likes sushi. – Yes, ____.
A. neither do I
B. as me
C. doesn’t she
D. so do I
61. My son was ____ on Christmas day.
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A.
B.
C.
D.

excited
to excite
exciting
excitedly

62. We’re not ____ satisfied with the new software.
A. totally
B. relatively
C. reasonably
D. fairly
63. DANGER. Do not ____ across the bridge.
A. attempt in getting
B. attempt to get
C. attempt get
D. attempt a get
64. The train runs directly ____ the building.
A. outdoors
B. among
C. beyond
D. beneath
65. Remove your mobile from your pocket at home. Don’t take ____ here.
A. it
B. out
C. it out
D. out it
66. ____ he to ask, I’d refuse.
A. Should
B. Would
C. Shall
D. Were
67. I never worry ____ in foreign countries.
A. about driving
B. to drive
C. for driving
D. about to drive
68. If I ____ known you were visiting me, I ____ baked a cake.
A. has/would have
B. would/have
C. had/would have
D. would have/had
69. You should eat vegetables. I ____ vegetables!
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A.
B.
C.
D.

eat more
do eat
eat very
ever eat

70. Where shall I sit? - ____ you like.
A. Wherever
B. Whereas
C. Where will
D. Where any.
71. Did you paint the room yourself? – No. I ____ by a painter.
A. have it painted
B. had to paint it
C. painted it
D. had it painted
72. Buying tickets early is cheaper. ____ bought them earlier.
A. Only had I
B. If only I have
C. Only have I
D. If only I had
73. The ____ bug crawled onto my desk.
A. black hairy big
B. black big hairy
C. big black hairy
D. hairy black big
74. The guests, ____ were women, were screaming with fright.
A. much of those
B. most of whom
C. mostly which
D. many who
75. All criminals ____ punished.
A. ought to be
B. ought
C. ought to
D. should
76. They should be here by now. They ____ missed the train.
A. could be
B. might be
C. have to
D. must have
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77. We move in the new house next month. By then, they ____ putting on the roof.
A. will have finished
B. will have been finished
C. will finish having
D. has finished
78. ____ the bad weather we managed to have fun.
A. Even though
B. Hence
C. In spite of
D. As though
79. It is required that all computers ____ using the new system.
A. have tested
B. be tested
C. are tested
D. are to test
80. It’s a secret so don’t tell anybody, ____?
A. won’t you
B. do you
C. don’t you
D. will you
81. ____ reasonable and find a compromise.
A. Be
B. To be
C. You be
D. We be
82. I’m authorised to do this, ____?
A. isn’t
B. am I
C. shall I
D. aren’t I
83. The planet Mars ____ without water.
A. is thought that is
B. is thought to be
C. is thing as
D. is thinking to be
84. Let’s phone him. He ____ in the wrong place.
A. can be waiting
B. maybe is waiting
C. might be waiting
D. waits maybe
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85. ____ I known it was going to rain, I would have brought an umbrella.
A. If
B. Should
C. Would
D. Had
86. I ____if you might lend me a hand.
A. have wondered
B. was wondering
C. would wonder
D. could wonder
87. They were just shouting at ____ and not having a conversation.
A. each and the other
B. each and other
C. each other
D. each another
88. If you ____ gone skiing, you ____ have a broken leg now.
A. wouldn’t have/ wouldn’t
B. haven/t/don’t
C. hadn’t/wouldn’t
D. didn’t have/shouldn’t
89. I don’t mind watching TV, but ____ read a book.
A. I prefer
B. I’d prefer
C. I’d rather
D. I rather
90. ____ had I arrived at the office than the phone started to ring.
A. Soon as
B. As soon as
C. The sooner
D. No sooner
91. Don’t forget ____ your mother.
A. phoning him
B. phone
C. to phone
D. phoning
92. If we hadn’t started so late with this work ____ at home by now.
A. we’d be sitting
B. we’d sit
C. we’d been sitting
D. we’d have sat
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93. Take extreme care ____ in the mountains.
A. when walking
B. to walk
C. for walking
D. when to walk
94. Another accident! What do you ____?
A. put to it
B. put it to
C. put down on it
D. put it down to
95. Tim is the only one I can’t ____.
A. keep up with
B. keep up
C. keep onto
D. keep with
96. I’m tempted to accept, but I think it is inappropriate to ____.
A. do this so
B. do so
C. do such
D. to be doing so
97. You must calculate the value, ____ reasonable.
A. as for it being
B. as to how it is
C. in so far as is
D. to be as it is
98. ____ I would like to be there, unfortunately I have a ____ engagement.
A. Seeing/previous
B. As much as/prior
C. Be it that/priority
D. As sure/private
99. He should stay in his room ____ time as he realises his mistake.
A. so far as a
B. during that
C. until such
D. beyond so much
100.____ the entrepreneur, he bought an old car and after he fixed it he sold it for 3 times
the price he paid, ____ gaining a good sum of money.
A. Likening/so as
B. Ever/thereby
C. Such/moreover
D. Him as/herein
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